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-Water-based standard acrylic paint 
to customize your sneakers.
 
- For smooth leather, synthetic 
leather and canvas. 

- High coverage power and 
consistency.

- Resistant to friction and flexion.

-Quick drying between layers and 
easy to paint. 
 

-QR code:

GIVES COLOR



Acrylic paint with a water-based formula specially formulated to change the 
color, customize or restore your smooth leather, synthetic leather or canvas 
sneakers. Thanks to its high concentration of high-quality pigments, it has the 
best coverage power, less layers to achieve a better coverage. High viscosity, 
less time to prepare paint and mixtures.

High resistance to friction on humid and dry conditions. Once completely 
dry the paint is completely water proof. Resists more than 10.000 flexions, 
preventing the paint from cracking or peeling, once it was applied properly. 
Easy to clean with water and a sneaker cleaner. Easy to mix the colors between 
them to create new colors. 

Sneakers Paint (Standard colors)

Description 

Color chart

PACKAGE BOX UNITS BOX SIZES BOX WEIGHT PALLET UNITS EAN CODE

25 ml - 0.9 fl oz
glass bottle

12 display box
14 x 7 x 10.5

cm
0.98 kg - 8427457142183 

(*) Black color
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Surfaces 

Use

Presentation

Can apply it with

TNF01025

LEATHER CANVAS

GIVES COLOR

6 different standard colors.

White

1

Dark Brown

6

Navy

17

Black

118

Light Brown

29

Medium Brown

39
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How to use

1. Clean the textile and canvas with the Sneakers Cleaner using the Sneakers Brush or the Shoe Duster.
2. For best painting results, prepare the leather with the Deglazer Leather Preparer, applying it with the Shoe Duster, 
and let it dry.
3. Before painting, stir the content with a Paint Brush, until a homogeneous color is obtained.
4. Customize, change the color or repair:
4.1. Use a Sponge to cover larger surfaces. With a semi-wringing Paint brush, paint one corner of the sponge and 
gently rub over with circular moves on the surface.
4.2. Use a Paint Brush for small details or customization.
4.3. Use an Airbrush, read the instructions before using it. Use the neutral base, to dilute the paint and maintain its 
properties.
TIP 1: The applications must be very light. It is better to apply several thin layers than a single thick layer. Once the first 
layer of paint is dried (1-3 minutes), apply a second layer if it is necessary, repeat the process to match the entire color, 
until the desired finish.
TIP 2: To accelerate the painting process between layers, use a hair dryer with caution (30 cm. minimum distance).
5. For optimum drying and a better resistance, let it dry for 12 hours.
6. Once the process is finished, wash the Sponge, the Paint Brush or the Airbrush with water or a special product to 
prevent them from drying out.
7. Take a picture of your customization, post it on social networks and don’t forget to tag us: @Tarragosneakerscare.
     

Tips
- Mix the paint with Sneakers Soft Maker when using on other materials such as fabric, mesh, canvas or      
denim and a special additive when using on plastic.

TNF01025

- Color mixing tool 


